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Introduction

The Durban Girls’ College Transformation and Diversity Sub-Committee is a Board Sub-Committee 

and functions as a governance structure which plays an oversight, monitoring and review role in 

relation to the addressing the race, culture and religious based legacies which continue to 

influence the present at the school and promotes social cohesion. The TransCo has been aptly 

called ‘Sakhizwe’, a Nguni name which means ‘we are building a nation’. At the core, this 

TransCos strategic intent includes defining and advancing diversity and transformation as a core 

focus of the DGC policies, programmes, priorities and activities. 



Skills & Expertise of TransCos

The TransCos places heavy reliance on the skills and expertise of the school’s stakeholders as 

voting members, and is comprised of : 

⋅ Subject Matter Experts: Chairman (Governor) and one transformation consultant; 

⋅ Durban Girls’ College Staff: Executive Head, two elected Academic Staff and one 
elected Administration Staff;  

⋅ Pupils: Head Girl, Head of Student Representative Council (SRC), Deputy Head of SRC and 
Head of Diversity and Inclusivity; 

⋅ Parents’ Association Representative;

⋅ Alumnae Stakeholders: One Old Girls’ Guild (OGG) Representative and one Mamela
Representative 

⋅ Relevant stakeholder at that point in time.



Community Support

The school is particularly fortunate in that it has, at its disposal, a strong and well-equipped 

community which it has leaned on for support on this transformation journey; a reminder that 

solutions for communities are developed within communities. In the same vein, an early learning 

on the journey is that lacking stakeholder engagement causes a disjoint in the community. To this 

end, the school stakeholders will receive monthly updates from the transformation desk after 

Committee meetings.



Agendas for Monthly Meetings

⋅ Stakeholder Concerns: The meeting offers a safe space where members can bring 
transformation, diversity and inclusivity related questions and concerns raised by our community. 
The Committee has a responsibility to discuss among ourselves, find meaning and act 
accordingly so that the mandated representatives can communicate with and educate the wider 
DGC community.

⋅ Policies: To draft, develop, discuss and deliberate policies which support the comprehensive 
transformation vision. These policies are a priority but will take time to effectively process as this 
Committee brings to life and develops initiatives that drive, facilitate and encourage diversity. 

⋅ Creating a Sense of Belonging to Everyone in this Community: The Committee will 
explore how it can facilitate a sense of belonging for all people i.e. incorporate feel, smell, look 
and taste. The Committee will proactively build physical real-world initiatives that make it feel 
like home to all members of the DGC community. The goal is to make the school and pupils 
more representative of an ‘African School of Excellence’ and then discuss and implement.   



Progress to Date

To date, the TransCo has held two sittings at which focus areas have been ironing out its 
administrative functions, the adoption of its terms of reference and on a more strategic level, the 
noting of the school employee code of conduct. Top of mind matters going forward, and execution 
will be informed by the transformation plan, based on the Board strategy and the Silalele survey 
findings. The transformation plan will be communicated by the Board the course of this month. In 
the interim, Committee discussion have been focused on the reconsideration of school legacies 
and it will initiate initiatives which address the findings of the Silalele Survey, based on its 
preliminary assessment of the same – this will include pupil bias as well as establishing objective 
criteria for awarding and acknowledging pupils.

We can be confident that, on the strength of our collaborative efforts, this grand opportunity to 
evolve will not be wasted on us. The bad news is, we have a long road ahead of us but the good 
news is, we have each other. 
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